
FHZ zero halogen heat shrinkable wire markers

fastMARK FHZ sleeves are ideal for applications where limited fire hazard characteristics are critical.

The zero halogen material coupled with low smoke and low toxic fume emissions make this product

         ideal for use in enclosed space such as mass transit, marine and industrial installations. Marks

are permanent immediately after printing and remain legible even when exposed to abrasion,

aggressive cleaning solvents.

Inner Core Design :- Sized to the same width as the carrier allowing markers to be loaded directly within the printer.
Write-on side carrier :- You can hand write information relating to the printed markers directly on the side carrier. Also shows part number and QA code.
Perforated edges :- Remove markers without the need to remove the coloured side tapes. This lead to less mess and a faster install time.
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Technical Datasheet

Standard Colours
Yellow and White  |  Other colours upon request

Material
Radiation cross linked polyolefin  |  Shrink Ratio 2:1

Operating Temperature
O O-30C up to +105C

Minimum Shrink Temperature
O+90C

Mark Permanence
SAE AS81531:1998, point 4.6.2.

Chemical and Solvent Resistance
MIL-STD-202F method 215J

Standard
BS 6853 vehicle category 1a. | EN 45545-2 (Rail Rolling Stock)

LU 1-085:A3 (Compliant). | NF F 16-101 (French Rolling Stock).

DIN 5510-2 (German Rolling Stock). | UNI CEI 11170-3 (Italian Rolling Stock).

NFPA130 (Fixed Guideway Transit System). | NFPA130 (To Meet Boeing Toxicity Test)

Storage
Store in original packaging. Recommended storage

O Oenvironment is +10C to +25C and 45-55% relative humidity.

Printing Method
Thermal Transfer

Packaging
Supplied on printer ready reals.

Inner cores are sized to allow loading inside most printers.
Edge perforations as standard to allow easy removal of markers

FHZ halogen free thermal printable heat shrink tubing

fastMARK FHZ printable heat shrink tubing is manufactured from halogen free, flame retardant, heat shrinkable 

polyolefin tubing optimised printing for thermal printing. The compound of the tubing excludes halogens and offers

excellent fire safety characteristics combined with minimal smoke emission. 
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